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❖Linked Data (LD) for the lexicon-corpus interface: interlinking MWE 

lexicon entries with their occurrences in corpora

❖Publishing of aligned and annotated corpus as LD employing NLP 

Interchange Format (NIF) and CoNLL-RDF 

❖UniDive T2.2: Design of a lexicon-corpus interface is to extend the 

ELEXIS-WSD Parallel Sense-Annotated Corpus (2,024 sentences for 10 

languages and a sense repository.

❖Apart from new languages and new annotation layers, also corpus 

annotation shlould be upgraded to allow for interlinking MWE lexicon 

entries with their occurrences in corpora (as LD). 
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Introduction

MWE dictionaries as Linked Data

Parallel corpus as Linked Data

❖Modeling: OntoLex, https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex

(possible alternative Data Model for Lexicography (DMLex), v1.0 draft)

❖Core module Lemon (general data structures), 

❖Decomp (for the internal structure and combinatory semantics of 

MWEs),

❖Morph module (MWE morphology), 

❖Lexicog module for lexicography, 

❖FRaC (Frequency, Attestations, and Corpus-based Information 

❖MWE lexical entry example: blood pressure with translations and links 

between senses and DBpedia entries.

❖Parallel corpora as LD benefits of increased accessibility, 

interoperability, semantic enrichment, community collaboration, and the 

promotion of open science.

❖Through practical implementations and experiments, we demonstrate 

the efficiency of incorporating LD principles, NIF, and CoNLL-RDF in 

aligned parallel corpora annotation. 

❖The findings presented in this paper contribute to the ongoing 

discourse on leveraging LD in the realm of aligned parallel corpora 

annotation, paving the way for more robust and efficient NLP 

applications. 

❖For establishing links between sentences that are translation 

equivalents, skos:closeMatch from SKOS}(Simple Knowledge 

Organization System) can be used (indicates that two objects are 

sufficiently similar that they can be used alternately in applications).
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